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Abstract
Regeneration of articular cartilage is of great interest in cartilage tissue engineering since articular cartilage has a low
regenerative capacity. Due to the difficulty in obtaining healthy cartilage for transplantation, there is a need to develop an
alternative and effective regeneration therapy to treat degenerative or damaged joint diseases. Stem cells including various
adult stem cells and pluripotent stem cells are now actively used in tissue engineering. Here, we provide an overview of the
current status of cord blood cells and induced pluripotent stem cells derived from these cells in cartilage regeneration. The
abilities of these cells to undergo chondrogenic differentiation are also described. Finally, the technical challenges of articular
cartilage regeneration and future directions are discussed.
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Introduction

Research on tissue regeneration using various types of stem

cells is ongoing. The regenerative capacities of adult, tissue,

and pluripotent stem cells are constantly being tested. Tech-

nologies are urgently needed to regenerate several tissues,

including skeletal muscle, neuronal tissue, and cardiac tis-

sue. Moreover, a regenerative technique is required to repair

articular cartilage defects.

Cartilage has a poor regenerative capacity1,2. The dense

extracellular matrix located between chondrocytes prevents

movement of these cells and explains why cartilage is avas-

cular, aneural, and alymphatic. Consequently, it is difficult

for chondrocytes and nutrients to reach the defected carti-

lage. Progressive wear on articular cartilage causes a loss of

cartilage tissue, which eventually leads to degenerative joint

diseases such as osteoarthritis (OA)1. According to the Glo-

bal Burden of Disease study, OA was the third most preva-

lent musculoskeletal disease in 2010 and affected the knee

joints in 83% of cases3. The OA prevalence of the knee joints

in South Korea is one of the highest in the Asia-Pacific

region. In the United States (US), OA is reported to affect

33.6% (12.4 million) of adults aged 65 years or older. Con-

sidering the increases in population size and life expectancy,

the worldwide occurrence of degenerative joint diseases is

predicted to increase1. Therefore, a method to efficiently

regenerate cartilage would greatly improve the treatment

of these diseases.

Attempts have been made to regenerate cartilage using

cells from various sources. Adult stem cells, especially

human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs), obtained from

different regions (i.e. bone marrow, cord blood (CB), and

adipose tissue) and articular chondrocytes (ACs) are widely

used due to their innate regenerative capacities. However,

the limited proliferation and differentiation potentials of

these cells hamper treatment. To overcome this, researchers

are attempting to regenerate cartilage using pluripotent stem

cells. This review focuses on the abilities of human umbilical

cord blood (hUCB) cells and human induced pluripotent

stem cells (hiPSCs) derived from these cells to regenerate

cartilage, as well as the advantages of these cells in this

context (Fig. 1).
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Application of CB for Cartilage
Regeneration

Umbilical CB Cells

hUCB is a common source of cells for transplantation and is

readily available. hUCB-derived cells are routinely collected

and banked worldwide4. CB has several advantages over

other cell sources (Fig. 1). First, CB is easily collected and

is reported to contain a higher percentage of stem cells than

red bone marrow. Second, there is a lower risk of contam-

ination during the collection of hUCB. CB consists of hema-

topoietic stem cells and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)5.

CD34þ cells are usually transplanted because they have the

highest proliferative and stemness potentials6. Third, the

hUCB-derived cells have a low level of immunogenicity

because of the decreased functionality of fetal lymphocytes,

which is one of the major advantages of CB. These cells are

reportedly less likely to cause graft-versus-host disease

Table 1. Chondrogenic differentiation using hUCB-MSCs.

No. Author Negative marker of hUCB-MSCs Positive marker of hUCB-MSCs
Culture
method

Growth
factor Reference

1 Bieback et al. CD14, CD34, CD45, CD133, HLA class II CD29, CD44, CD73, HLA class I Pellet culture TGFb3 9

2 Kern et al. CD14, CD34, CD45, CD133, HLA Class II,
CD144

CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105,
CD29, HLA class I, CD106

Pellet culture TGFb3 10

3 Lee et al. CD3, CD7, CD19, CD31, CD33, CD34,
CD45, CD62, CD90, CD117, CD133,
CD135, HLA-DR

CD29, CD44, CD49, CD51,
CD58, CD105, HLA-ABC,
SH-2, SH-3, SH-4

Pellet culture TGFb1 21

4 Chang et al. Spindle shape:
CD26, CD31, CD34, CD45, HLA-DR
Flatten shape:
CD26, CD31, CD34, CD45, HLA-DR, CD90

Spindle shape:
CD29, CD44, CD90, HLA-ABC,

SH-2, SH-3, SH-4
Flatten shape:
CD29, CD44, HLA-ABC, SH-2,

SH-3, SH-4

Pellet culture TGFb1 22

5 Wang et al. - - Scaffolds TGFb1 23

HLA: human leukocyte antigen; TGF: transforming growth factor; hUCB: human umbilical cord blood; MSC: mesenchymal stem cell.

Fig 1. Comparison of bone marrow-derived MSCs and cord blood-derived MSCs. The characteristics of each cell during harvest, culture are
shown.
HLA: human leukocyte antigen; MSC: mesenchymal stem cell.
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because they are collected from newborns, who are in a

relatively immunodeficient state5. Due to these characteris-

tics, hUCB-MSCs have been permissive to allogeneic trans-

plantation and are now considered an alternative source to be

examined in long-term clinical trials7,8. Fourth, the human

leukocyte antigen (HLA) type is determined for all banked

hUCB-derived cells, which facilitates the selection of cells

of the appropriate HLA type.

Human UCB-derived MSCs (hUCB-MSCs) have several

benefits compared with other tissue-derived hMSCs. Clones

of hUCB-MSCs were cultured for at least 8–12 passages,

while human bone marrow stem cells (hBMSCs) were only

able to make it to five population doublings9. Both hUCB-

MSCs or hBMSCs did not show any expression of hemato-

poietic markers such as CD14, CD34, CD45, and CD133.

Expression of CD29, CD44, and CD73 was similar between

the two cell types, however, the expression of CD105 was

lower than that of hBMSCs. Both cell sources expressed

HLA class I and were negative for HLA class II.

However, when compared with hBMSCs or human

adipose-derived MSCs (hASCs), Kern and colleagues con-

firmed that it was more difficult to obtain hUCB-MSCs10.

When seeded with an initial plating density of 1 � 106 cells

per cm2, fibroblastoid cells derived from both hBMSCs and

hASCs were able to induce a monolayer of outgrowth cells

after only 4–5 days, while it took 2–4 weeks after plating in

the case of hUCB-MSCs. The proliferation capacity was

lowest in hBMSCs, which had the lowest doubling number

through passages 4–6. The doubling rate of hASCs after pas-

sage 3 was followed, while hUCB-MSCs had the highest

doubling numbers in all passages analyzed. MSCs are known

to have a limited life span and to undergo cell replicative

senescence that is characterized by loss of proliferation and

original morphology. The lowest senescence ratio within early

passages was that of hASCs, however, hUCB-MSCs were able

to be cultured the longest, followed by hASCs and hBMSCs.

Immunomodulation and Anti-Inflammatory Effect of
hUCB-MSCs

Several groups attempted to treat OA and rheumatoid arthri-

tis with hUCB-MSCs, since MSCs are best known for differ-

entiation into mesodermal lineages including cartilage and

bone. MSCs, including hUCB-MSCs, are also reported to

have immunomodulation properties. Studies were usually

done with hBMSCs, however, relatively few studies were

reported on the immunomodulation of hUCB-MSCs in

arthritis11. Shawi and colleagues observed the effect of

hUCB-MSCs on allogenic lymphocytes treated with phyto-

hemagglutinin for mitogen-induced proliferation. To exam-

ine the effect of hUCB-MSCs on lymphocyte activity,

Shawki and colleagues measured the protein levels of

interferon (IFN)-g, transforming growth factor (TGF)b1,

and interleukin (IL)-10 in the culture media of lymphocytes,

hUCB-MSCs, and hUCB-MSCs co-cultured with lympho-

cytes12. TGFb1 and IL-10 increased in the cultured

supernatant when lymphocytes were co-cultured with

hUCB-MSCs, while the concentration of IFN-g decreased

significantly. This finding suggested that the immunomodu-

latory effect of hUCB-MSCs might be related to the regula-

tion on IFN-g expression.

Liu and colleagues first confirmed the therapeutic effect

of hUCB-MSCs in rheumatoid arthritis13. Fibroblast-like

synoviocytes and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) play

an important role in inflammation and cartilage destruction.

Liu confirmed proliferation of synoviocytes induced with

tumor necrosis factor (TNF)a were inhibited by hUCB-

MSCs in a cell-to-cell contact Transwell system in a

dose-dependent manner. The production of MMP9 was sig-

nificantly reduced by hUCB-MSCs in synoviocytes. When

hUCB-MSCs were injected in collagen induced arthritis

mice, the arthritic symptoms were reduced and the levels

of TNFa and IL-6 were also downregulated. The migration

of hUCB-MSCs in mice spleens shifted T helper 1 cells

towards T helper 2 cells and T regulatory cells.

In 2012, Greish and colleagues confirmed the immunor-

egulatory effect of hUCB-MSCs in a rheumatoid arthritis rat

model14. The overall arthritis signs were reduced 34 days

after injection. Inflammatory cytokine serum levels of

TNFa, IFN-g, and IL-1 were decreased significantly in the

groups injected with hUCB-MSCs. On the other hand, IL-10

levels were increased.

Chondrogenic Differentiation Ability of CB Cells

CB-derived cells can differentiate into a wide variety of cell

types in vitro and have thus been proposed for therapeutic

applications15–20. Several studies reported chondrogenic dif-

ferentiation using hUCB-MSCs9,10,21–25 (Table 1). hUCB-

MSCs are reported to have much higher chondrogenic

potentials than other cell sources20. Early studies confirmed

the chondrogenic differentiation ability of hUCB-MSCs by

performing safranin O staining, which labels cartilage-

specific proteoglycans. Lee and colleagues confirmed the

mRNA expression of collagen type II and other extracellular

matrix markers on day 14 of differentiation, whereas aggre-

can (ACAN) was detected on day 2121. Wang and colleagues

compared the chondrogenic differentiation ability of hUCB-

MSCs with hBMSCs23. Increasing glycosaminoglycan

(GAG) content in hUSC-MSCs was confirmed for over

6 weeks, while it was decreased in hBMSCs between week

3 to 6. Also, a hUSC-MSC-derived chondrogenic construct

showed 1.7 and 2.1 times higher hydroxyproline per unit

DNA compared with the hBMSC group.

In 2013, Jeong and colleagues reported that hUCB-MSCs

promoted the differentiation of chondroprogenitor cells via

paracrine actions26. Interestingly, this effect was stronger

when treatment was performed with synovial fluid from

OA patients than when treatment was performed with

synovial fluid obtained from fracture patients. A biotin

label-based antibody array revealed that the level of

thrombospondin-2 (TSP-2) was significantly increased in
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hUCB-MSCs treated with synovial fluid from OA patients,

but not in those treated with synovial fluid from fracture

patients. Treatment of mouse limb bud chondrogenitor cells

with Thrombospondin-2 during chondrogenic differentiation

via a micromass culture dose-dependently increased the lev-

els of chondrogenic markers. Moreover, rat cartilage defects

were not repaired following implantation of TSP-2-deleted

hUCB-MSCs.

Ability of CB Cells to Regenerate Cartilage

The non-invasive collection method and hypo-

immunogenicity of hUCB-MSCs have encouraged research

studies and preclinical trials aimed at determining whether

these cells can treat various diseases, including stroke, Alz-

heimer’s disease, and myocardial infarction. Furthermore,

much work has been expended on regenerating articular

cartilage using hUCB-MSCs.

There is a representative large group in South Korea when

it comes to clinical application of hUCB-MSCs. This group

successfully took hUCB-MSCs to clinical trial and devel-

oped a therapeutic drug based on this cell famously known

as ‘Cartistem’. Before applying the cells to clinical trials, the

research group checked the regenerative ability of hUCB-

MSCs in various animals including rat, rabbit, and minipig.

In 2014, Chung and colleagues directly transplanted hUCB-

MSCs with different types of hydrogels into a full-thickness

articular cartilage defect created in the trochlear groove of

the femur27. hUCB-MSCs were first treated in the cartilage

defect with four different hydrogels (i.e. hyaluronic acid

(HA), alginate, pluronic individually and also various mix-

tures with different ratios). With the use of HA, hUCB-

MSCs were able to show their highest recovery rate in rat

articular cartilage defect. Defects were generated in both

knees, and the corresponding hydrogel alone was trans-

planted as a negative control. At 16 weeks after surgery, the

gross appearance score was higher in knees transplanted

with hUCB-MSCs than in knees transplanted with hydrogels

alone. Cartilage regeneration was confirmed by Masson’s

trichrome and safranin O staining. All knees transplanted

with hUCB-MSCs showed better rescue of the defect. Col-

lagen type II expression in the regenerated tissue was con-

firmed by immunostaining. Regenerated cartilage with a

high collagen type II content was detected in more than half

of knees transplanted with hUCB-MSCs but was not

observed in knees transplanted with hydrogels alone. Nota-

bly, the results differed according to the type of hydrogel

used. The group transplanted with 4% HA showed the high-

est levels of recovery and accumulation of collagen type II.

Histological analysis of Sirius red staining using a polarized

microscope showed that collagen organization in knees

transplanted with hUCB-MSCs and 4% HA was similar to

that in adjacent undamaged articular cartilage.

In 2016, hUCB-MSCs reconstituted in HA were applied

to rabbit articular cartilage defect models28. Cells were

treated with four different cell doses (i.e. 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and

1.5 � 107 cells/ml) into the cartilage defect and the recovery

was observed for 4, 8, and 16 weeks. The implanted hUSB-

MSCs showed regenerative properties inside the defect gen-

erated in the articular cartilage. Interestingly, the authors

observed that a high cell concentration was unfavorable in

cartilage repair compared with a low cell concentration. Cell

doses of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 � 107 cells/ml were more effective

than higher doses (1.5 � 107 cells/ml), however, higher

doses showed inferior cartilage repair capacity. The authors

suggested two theories. First, the reduced viability of cells

caused by excessively high concentrations and aggregation

might reduce the efficiency. Second, loss or damage of cells

by xenogenic immune rejection was thought as a result of a

less effective cartilage repair.

The regenerative potential of hUCB-MSCs was also con-

firmed in larger animals by the same group29. Using six

minipigs, implanted hUCB-MSCs with a HA hydrogel com-

posite showed no abnormal findings 12 weeks after trans-

plantation. A total of three different cell lines were compared

in the cartilage defect and all three cell lines successfully

induced regeneration. The mode of action is not yet certain,

however, the study worked as a milestone on the way to

human clinical trials and suggested that hUCB-MSCs have

regenerative ability in full-thickness articular cartilage

defects.

A clinical trial study was conducted in South Korea to

confirm the safety and efficacy of articular cartilage regen-

eration using allogeneic hUCB-MSCs in OA patients30. This

study was the first-in-human clinical trial of Cartistem

(Medipost, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea), which

is composed of culture-expanded allogeneic hUCB-MSCs

and a HA hydrogel. The study followed up patients for 7

years. Overall, seven participants were divided into two

groups based on the defect size and received a transplanta-

tion of hUCB-MSCs and HA hydrogel in 2005. Group A, in

which the defect size was 4.9 cm2, received 1.15–1.25� 107

hUCB-MSCs, and group B, in which the defect size was

7.3 cm2, received 1.65–2.00 � 107 hUCB-MSCs. Different

numbers of cells were transplanted to determine the maxi-

mum tolerated dose based on dose-limiting toxicity. No

severe events occurred over 7 years; however, mild-to-

moderate adverse events (i.e. arthralgia, back pain, bladder

distension, and elevated antithyroglobulin antibody levels)

were reported in five participants. In addition, no participant

showed dose-limiting toxicity; therefore, the authors con-

cluded that the highest dose delivered was the maximum

tolerated dose. Recovered lesions in two participants were

further examined by biopsy at 1 year after transplantation.

The regenerated tissue was thick, glossy, white hyaline-like

cartilage with a smooth surface and was strongly stained

with Masson’s trichrome stain, safranin O, and an anti-

type II collagen antibody. Upon observation of the lesions

of five participants by magnetic resonance imaging, the

mean relative DR1 index was 1.44, which indicated the

regenerated cartilage had high glycosaminoglycan content.
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Application of Induced Pluripotent Stem
Cells for Cartilage Regeneration

Application of Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells for Tissue
Regeneration

Genetic reprogramming restores the differentiation potential

of adult somatic cells and leads to the generation of hiPSCs.

Thus, it is possible to convert fully differentiated somatic

cells into multipotent stem cells. There are several advan-

tages and disadvantages associated with the future clinical

use of hiPSCs.

Reprogramming of CB Cells

Cells from various sources have been reprogrammed31–45.

Fibroblasts are representative cells used for reprogramming.

However, it is important to generate hiPSCs from a more

affordable and easily obtained cell source if they are to be

clinically used in regenerative medicine. One such suggested

cell source is hUCB. The collection of CB cells does not

require any surgical procedures, and these cells can be

obtained from any private or public cell bank.

Wang and colleagues successfully reprogrammed hUCB-

MSCs using a dox-inducible lentiviral system46. Although

reprogramming using lentiviral systems is more efficient

than that of using episomal vectors, it is unsuitable for clin-

ical use. Therefore, the authors promised to focus on increas-

ing the efficiency of hUCB-MSC reprogramming using

episomal vectors or mRNAs without oncogenes in the future.

Reprogramming using lentiviral and retroviral systems

has the highest transduction efficacy. Consequently, this

approach was widely used during the early years of hiPSC

studies to confirm the reprogramming ability of various

types of somatic cells47–57 and was also employed to gener-

ate patient-specific hiPSCs, which is usually difficult58,59.

However, this method carries the risk of incorporation of the

viral vector into the hiPSC genome and is thus unsuitable for

clinical applications60. Consequently, reprogramming using

non-integrating viral or non-viral vectors is being studied.

In 2009, Giorgetti and colleagues attempted to reprogram

hUCB cells by transducing a pCEP4 EBNA1/OriP-based epi-

somal vector containing various combinations of OCT4, SOX2,

KLF4, and/or c-Myc61,62. After 12–15 days, colonies contain-

ing cells with a similar morphology as human embryonic stem

cells (hESCs) started to appear. An average of five colonies

formed using 8 � 104 CD133þ hUCB cells. Reprogramming

was achieved using only two factors: OCT4 and SOX2.

Sendai virus, an RNA virus, has several advantages for

reprogramming. First, it does not enter the nucleus and thus

does not integrate into the host genome. Second, transduced

Sendai virus is reported to be eliminated from cells after

*10 passages60. Third, although the transduction efficacy

of Sendai virus may be lower than that of lentiviruses, it can

produce a large amount of the protein of interest and is

commercially available. Blood cells are more difficult to

reprogram than fibroblasts; however, hiPSCs have been gen-

erated from neonatal and adult fibroblasts and blood cells via

infection of Sendai virus expressing Yamanaka factors37,63,64.

In 2016, Kim and colleagues reported a modified protocol

to reprogram blood cells, including human peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (hPBMCs) and human CB mononuclear

cells (hCBMCs), using the Sendai virus37. Application of cen-

trifugal force increased the efficacy of blood cell reprogram-

ming and increased the number of hiPSC colonies obtained

from 3 � 105 hPBMCs or hCBMCs. Overall, three hPBMC-

derived and three hCBMC-derived hiPSC lines were reported

to be pluripotent and to have a normal karyotype.

Attempts are continually being made to develop non-viral

reprogramming methods with a higher efficacy. In 2013,

Yamanaka’s group reported a reprogramming protocol using

blood cells and episomal vectors65. They confirmed that a

combination of reprogramming factors, including OCT4,

SOX2, KLF4, L-MYC, LIN28, and TP53-targeting shRNA,

had the highest efficacy, and applied this protocol to

hCBMCs. Vectors containing the reprogramming factors

were delivered into CD34þ hCBMCs via electroporation.

The reprogramming efficiency of this protocol was around

0.06%, which is higher than that reported using episomal

vectors and suspension blood cells.

Abilities of CB Cell-Derived hiPSCs to Undergo
Chondrogenic Differentiation and Regenerate
Cartilage

The generation of hiPSCs has impacted various research

fields. These cells can be used to screen drugs, model dis-

eases, and develop regenerative medicines in industrial and

clinical studies (Fig. 2). Patient-matched and homozygous

HLA-matched personalized hiPSCs are attractive for the

development of regenerative therapies in various clinical

fields. In vitro chondrogenesis of hMSCs, human adipose

stem cells, human embryonic stem cells, and cells from other

sources has been induced using various two-dimensional and

three-dimensional methods (i.e. monolayer, micromass, and

pellet culture)66–68. Chondrogenesis of hiPSCs derived from

cells obtained from various sources has also been

reported2,69–75. Several studies have reported chondrogen-

esis of hiPSCs generated from hCBMCs2,72.

In 2014, Guzzo and colleagues induced chondrogenesis

of hiPSCs derived from ACs and CB cells72. The efficiency

of chondrogenesis was compared between hiPSCs generated

from these cells and those generated from a well-established

dermal fibroblast (DF) cell line. Chondrogenesis was

induced via micromass culture and human recombinant bone

morphogenetic protein 2 treatment. Cultures were main-

tained for 21 days prior to characterization. hiPSCs tend to

differentiate more readily into their cell type of origin; there-

fore, it was hypothesized that hiPSCs generated from ACs

would be more prone to undergo chondrogenesis. As pre-

dicted, the percentage of cells stained with Alcian blue was
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higher among AC-derived hiPSCs than among DF and CB

cell-derived hiPSCs. However, it was also higher among CB

cell-derived hiPSCs than DF-derived hiPSCs. Expression of

cartilage-specific markers, such as SOX9, COL2A1,

COL2B, and ACAN, was highest in micromass cultures of

AC-derived hiPSCs and lowest in those of CB cell-derived

hiPSCs. By contrast, expression of hypertrophic markers

was highest in micromass cultures of DF-derived hiPSCs.

Guzzo and colleagues demonstrated that micromass cul-

ture can induce chondrogenesis of CB cell-derived hiPSCs72.

In 2017, Nam and colleagues generated chondrogenic pellets

using hCBMC-derived hiPSCs2,76. In that study, expression

of cartilage-specific genes increased as differentiation pro-

ceeded from day 10 to day 30. The extracellular matrix was

detected by several staining methods. Levels of staining in

chondrogenic pellets generated from hCBMC-derived

hiPSCs were similar to those in chondrogenic pellets gener-

ated from hMSCs, which were used as a positive control. In

addition, cartilage-specific markers, such as SOX9, ACAN,

and COL2A1, were detected. Expression of COL2A1 and

SOX9 was significantly increased in chondrogenic pellets

generated from hCBMC-derived hiPSCs. Most importantly,

expression of the hypertrophic cartilage marker COL10A1

was much lower in chondrogenic pellets generated from

hCBMC-derived hiPSCs than in those generated from

hMSCs. In a subsequent study by the same group, Rim and

colleagues compared the differentiation efficiencies of

hiPSCs generated from human dermal fibroblasts (hDFs),

hPBMCs, hCBMCs, and human fibroblast-like synoviocytes

(hFLS). While the morphological characteristics of chondro-

genic pellets generated from hDF, hPBMC, and hCBMC-

derived hiPSCs did not significantly differ, chondrogenic

pellets generated from OA FLS-derived hiPSCs were

smaller. Expression of the cartilage-specific markers ACAN

and COL2A1 was significantly higher in chondrogenic pel-

lets generated from hiPSCs derived from hCBMCs than in

those generated from hiPSCs derived from other cell types.

In contrast with the results of Guzzo and colleagues, chon-

drogenic pellets generated from CBMC-derived hiPSCs

were of a better quality than those generated from DF-

derived hiPSCs. In another study, chondrocyte-like cells

were isolated from the generated chondrogenic pellets gen-

erated with hCBMC-hiPSCs77. The aim of the study was to

generate an injectable cell source for treatment. Isolated

chondrocyte-like cells showed similar levels of ACAN and

COL2A1 expression, however, the levels of COL1A1 was

significantly increased compared with the cells maintained

inside the chondrogenic pellet. The expression of COL10A1

was yet lower than that of chondrogenic pellets. When deliv-

ered through intra-articular injection, single chondrocyte-like

cells showed recovery through safranin O staining compared

with the defected control. Based on various characterizations,

however, the study concluded a smaller unit of a three-

dimensional chondrogenic pellet that can pass through the

Fig. 2. Cartilage treatment using hUCB-derived cells. HLA-typed hUCB cells are stored in a private or public cord blood bank. MSCs
isolated from hUCBs are commonly used for cartilage treatment. As a new cell source for cartilage regeneration, hiPSCs generated from
hUCBs are a potentially new alternative to hUCB-derived MSC cells. Chondrogenic cells or tissues derived from hUCB-hiPSCs hold great
potential for chondrogenesis and cartilage regeneration. The schema provides an overview of recent work on chondrogenesis and cartilage
regeneration using hUCBs and hUCB-hiPSCs.
hiPSC: human induced pluripotent stem cell; HLA: human leukocyte antigen; hUCB: human umbilical cord blood; MSC: mesenchymal stem cell.
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needle might be more promising than the approach using

isolated single cells to induce cartilage recovery.

Concluding Remarks

Regeneration of cartilage, which has poor regenerative abil-

ity, has been studied for several decades. Within this context,

hUCB-derived hiPSCs hold great potential for the future

treatment of degenerative joint diseases and joint damage.

This review provides an overview of hUCB-derived cells

and hiPSCs generated from these cells, with a focus on car-

tilage regeneration.
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